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Art World News
MA RCH 2017
THE INDEPENDENT NEWS SOURCE
ARTEXPO, SOLO AND
FOTO SOLO TAKING
PLACE APRIL 21–24
Some 400 exhibitors from
worldwide are taking part in
Artexpo New York, SOLO,
and FOTO SOLO, April 21–24,
on Pier 94 in New York. The
four-day show with a tradeonly day on the Friday, was
almost sold-out at press time.
“The show is a little larger,
and we anticipate, due to
ticket sales, that attendance
will increase as well,” says
Redwood Media Group’s
Linda Mariano. Page 18.
ROSENSTIEL’S DEBUTS
MAURER PRINT EDITIONS
Rosenstiel’s introduces limited edition prints by Sidney
Maurer, each accompanied
by a certificate signed by the
artist. Turn to page 8.

ISSUES FACING THE
FRAMING INDUSTRY
An industry panel discussion addresses topics ranging from making the most of
resources at hand to grow
business, to knowing
exactly the cost of a project,
to the importance of using a
point-of-sale software program. Talk also turned to
the changing face of the
industry as more people
under 35 open new galleries
and frameshops. Page 26.
ART COPYRIGHT
COALITION MAKES
IMPACT IN CHINA
After several years of campaigning by ACC members
in China, trade show
producer CAFEXPO is
cracking down on illegal
counterfeiters. Page 16.

Contessa Gallery’s seasonal location, West Palm Beach. Page 12.

ROLE OF ART FAIRS FROM THE
GALLERY–ARTIST PERSPECTIVE
Over the past 15 years or so, the number of art fairs taking
place across the U.S. has grown exponentially. There was a
time that Art Miami was the only big draw to South Florida in
the winter and now there are more than a dozen fairs, including Art Basel Miami Beach, Spectrum Miami, and more that
participate in Miami Art Week each December. At the same
time, art fairs have grown up in Los Angeles, Seattle, and other
cities in between from the erable. Yet the rewards also
East to the West Coast. How can be high. Here galleries
does a gallery choose which and artists discuss their apfair(s) to participate in? What proach to the show circuit—
are the odds that the financial and why art fairs are so necreturn will be worth it? It’s a essary. Stacy Conde, owner
high stakes decision because of Conde Contemporary in
continued on page 12
the investment can be consid-

QUOTE OF THE MONTH:

Discussing advances in the
industry, Paul MacFarland says,
“Today, preservation is not
only a sign of respect for the
artwork but also for the client.”
Page 32.
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Mark Hopkins:
Stories of His Work

Crescent Sponsors
PPFA Scholarship

DDBC Offers Large
Format Printing

Sculptor Mark Hopkins is
known for his wide array of
subject matter for his limited
edition bronzes, including a
recent release of a smaller
version of his popular piece
depicting Abraham Lincoln
as a nod to inauguration day.

Crescent Cardboard Company LLC is sponsoring an
annual $1,000 Vivian C.
Kistler MCPF Scholarship for
the Professional Picture Framers Association (PPFA) that
Crescent will fund for the
next five years.

In an effort to reach out to
artists, as well as to help
retailers market large format
printing services on a variety
of substrates to their customers, DDBC Products is
now offering a seven-piece
sample pack.

Page 20

Page 24

Page 26

Modern American
Exhibit for the Ages

Gallery Lights:
Noteworthy Events

What’s Hot in
Open Editions

Modern American presents
“Modern Masters” bringing
together masterpieces by
the 20th century’s greatest
artists and focusing on the
works of artists such as
Picasso, Chagall, Dalí, Miró,
and Léger.

Art galleries, their owners,
directors, custom framers,
staff, clients, and collectors
are featured celebrating
art exhibition openings
and charitable events in
this month’s Gallery Lights
section.

This month’s What’s Hot in
Open Editions features a variety of the latest best selling open edition prints,
some available as print-ondemand images from publishers, and includes contact
information.

Page 34

Page 39

Page 42

CLASSIFIEDS
Page 45
AD INDEX
Page 46

Artwork featured is
Henrietta Milan’s “ Lost
Sounds of Silence,” an
oil on canvas measuring
72 by 48 inches ($15,900).
Call Milan Gallery, Fort
Worth, TX at (817) 338-4278
or visit the website:
www.milangallery.com.
ART WORLD NEWS
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IN OUR OPINION
WHY GALLERIES
ARE NOT SIMPLY
BRICK & MORTAR
urs is an industry of
unbounded uniqueness. Perhaps because of the creativity that
pulses through the operation
of every art gallery and
frameshop, ours is a marketplace that defies convention
and avoids definition. Sure,
art galleries and frameshops
are rolled up with jewelry
stores, specialty retailers,
and the like and are considered a facet of the retail market. But, doing so avoids an
understanding of what it
means to be in this business.

O

Consider that most every
other type of store simply
sells stuff to as many people
as they can entice into their
store. Their commitment to
the products they carry is
limited to the action they can
generate on the premises.
However, consider the social
contract that exists between
an artist and a gallery that is
grounded in a degree of ex-

clusivity and a dedication to
one another. Most gallerists
have a deep commitment to
their artists and to their responsibility to nurture a market for their artists and their
work. For many, the relationship only starts at the gallery.
Galleries traveling to do
shows, seeking new collectors and to elevate the visibility of their artists, has
been a growing trend over
the last 10 years. As local
markets softened, many galleries expanded their efforts
to link art to buyers. Often at
significant expense, crisscrossing the country has become the norm as the hunt
for buyers continues.
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ARTISTS & PUBLISHERS
Rosenstiel’s Debuts Maurer Editions Celebrating America’s Car Culture
Rosenstiel’s of London presents a series of 12 images by
Sidney Maurer. The prints are
published in editions of 95 on
paper using Rosenstiel’s exclusive Gouttelette printing
process; each is hand-numbered and accompanied by a
certificate signed by the artist
who is now in his nineties.
Maurer’s long career in the
world of art and music began
at age 17 at Columbia Records
in New York where he designed album covers and promotional material for popular
artists. His co-worker at the “The Greatest” by Sidney
time was the young Andy Maurer, 30 by 45 inches,
Warhol. The prints, with 30- by edition of 95, Gouttelette on
45-inch images, retail for paper, retailing for $2,720.
$2,720. For details, visit: www.
felixr.com or call Rosenstiel’s in the U.S. at (404) 567-4660.

Medal of Arts Award for Wolf Kahn
Wolf Kahn, whose
work is represented
by the Chelsea
gallery Ameringer
McEnery Yohe, is to
receive the U.S. Department of State’s
2017 International
Medal
of
Arts
award. The award
was initiated four
years ago by Art in
Embassies (AIE) to Wolf Kahn’s “Green at the Bottom,
acknowledge artists Blue at the Top,” 2016, an oil on
who have played an canvas with a 60- by 52-inch image.
exemplary role in advancing the department’s mission of promoting cultural diplomacy. AIE’s public-private partnership has engaged over
20,000 individual and institutional partnerships in over 200
venues in 190 countries. Kahn, whose work is a blend of Realism and Color Field painting, has painted landscapes in many
countries from Egypt to Mexico. To reach Ameringer McEnery
Yohe, call (212) 445-0051 or visit: www.amy-nyc.com.
PAGE 8

Susan Eley Fine Art
drew art aficionados
and car enthusiasts
alike to the salon-style
gallery in an Upper
West Side townhouse
in Manhattan in January for its show celebrating America’s car
culture. The group exhibit, entitled “Vroom
Vroom Beep Beep,”
featuring the work of
eight painters and pho- Ruth Shively’s “Yellow Van with
tographers, resulted in Yellow Building,” 2016, oil on
healthy sales and gar- canvas, 30 by 30 inches ($3,000).
nered press coverage
in car blogs. It exemplified the car as much more than a machine that moves people from A to B, but as a symbol of freedom, an emblem of America’s pioneering spirit, a status
symbol, and sometimes, a sad substitute for a home. The
work ranged in price from $500 to $22,000. To reach the
gallery, visit: www.susaneleyfineart.com or (917) 952-7641.

New Work by Palmer at Gingerbread
Painter Michael
Palmer, whose
work often depicts the island
life of Key
West, was featured in an
exhibit of his
latest work at
Gingerbread
Square Gallery,
located in the
Florida
city.
Celebrating 43 “Morning Stir on Alkala Lane” by Key
years in busi- West artist Michael Palmer is an acrylic
ness, the gallery and ink on canvas measuring 24 by 28
presented more inches ($2,400).
than 27 of his
paintings, as well as limited edition giclées. Gingerbread Square
Gallery opened its doors in 1974, and is to this day located on
historic Duval Street. For more on the artist’s work, call (305)
296-8900 or go to: www.gingerbreadsquaregallery.com.
ART WORLD NEWS
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A&P
Posen Images Mark Canada 150

Mykal Aubry Grows Dealer Network

Images
from
Simeon Posen’s
Water portfolio
were presented
at Tafelmusik’s
celebration concerts in Toronto
in February marking the 150th
anniversary
of
Canada, known
as Canada 150.
Posen, whose Simeon Posen’s silver gelatin print
photographs are “16603 Wilson Falls,” an edition of 25,
represented by from his Water portfolio.
Liss Gallery, Toronto, was influenced in his technique, style, and composition
by Ansel Adams. In a 1975 letter to Posen, Adams encouraged the photographer in his work; today Posen’s photographs are in the permanent collection of the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York, and the National Art Gallery in
Ottawa. Prints 16 by 20 inches retail for $3,000 and 20 by 24
for $4,000. Visit: www.lissgallery.com or call (416) 787-9872.

Mykal Aubry of Visions of
Origin, Los Angeles, is
now looking to expand his
gallery network. Aubry’s
art depicts cosmic imagery
combined with the human
form and is designed to
support people in experiencing their inner beauty
and power. The artist says,
“Vision of Origin is a name
that has been given to the
paintings
that
come
through me, as they are visions of the primal radiance and light that has “Heal” by Mykal Aubry is an
birthed each one of us.” acrylic on canvas, 36 by 48
His originals retail for $500 inches, retailing for $12,000.
to $15,000, and open editions from $80 to $2,000. For information, visit the website:
www.mykalaubry.com or e-mail: mykal@mykalaubry.com.

Nuria Miro Joins DE’s Portfolio

Image Conscious of
San Francisco has
released a Spring
2017 catalogue. This
Catalogue 1 replaces the 2014 catalogue and now
completes a set of
Catalogues 1, 2, and
3 combined featuring
over 3,300 latest releases of stocked
and on-demand images in a variety of
categories: Photog- Image Conscious introduces its
raphy,
Floral/Still Spring 2017 Catalogue.
Life, Abstract, Contemporary, Figurative, Ethnic, Cuisine, Retro, Urban/Pop Surrealism, Animals, Children, People/Places, Sports, Novelty,
and Inspirational. There are over 350 artists represented,
many international from the U.K., Canada, Argentina, Denmark, Australia, Spain, Italy, France, Hungary, Russia, Turkey,
and India For information, including sizing and substrate options, call (800) 532-2333 or visit: www.imageconscious.com.

The work of Spanish
artist Nuria Miro, who
creates fun scenes
comprised of many
tiny human figures, is
now available from
DE Fine Art of Atlanta. Miro’s paintings
exhibit sensitivity,
emotion, and poetry.
Her expressive brushstrokes, pristine colors, and precise inline work coalesce
to form an interplay “Weekend Getaway” by Nuria Miro,
of light and shadow. oil painting, 31 by 31 inches, availThe human forms able from DE Fine Art. Her work has
move independently a suggested retail of $550–$4,300.
yet create a harmonized composition; coated in sunlight, they capture the theme
that despite differences, the experience of living unites all
people. Phone (770) 300-9733 or e-mail: info@de-fineart.com.
PAGE 10

Image Conscious’ 2017 Catalogue
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The Art of

Raquel
Cordón

Raquel Cordón

paints fine art for private clients.
She works primarily by commission.
Her early art training in Europe focused
on Spanish realism. She subsequently
explored impressionism, surrealism,
and pop art. This training has given
her a range and versatility that is
uncommon in artists today.

The success of her artwork is due in part
to this versatility, as she has the flexibility
to collaborate with clients in a wide range
of styles on commissioned artworks.
Cordón holds a Masters in Fine Art,
and has shown her work throughout the
United States and in Europe. She has studios
in Mallorca, Spain and in Miami, Florida where
she also designs and manufactures jewelry.

Raquel Cordón
512.669.1686
www.raquelcordon.com
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CONTESSA GALLERY
OPENS SEASONAL
SATELLITE LOCATION
IN WEST PALM BEACH
WEST PALM BEACH, FL—
Cleveland-based Contessa
Gallery has opened a twostorey, 8,000-square-foot
seasonal satellite location in
West Palm Beach to better
serve the gallery’s extensive
clientele in the South Florida
region. Contessa Gallery has
participated in prestigious art
fairs, such as Art Miami, and
in shows in the Palm Beach
area for the past 10 years. At
the philanthropic level, the
gallery, which will initially be
open by appointment only,
aims to make a difference in
the community through the
contribution of time, expertise, sponsorship, and educational programming for
museums and organizations
dedicated to the arts.
Contessa Gallery, founded in
1999 and owned by Steve
Hartman, is a Fine Art Dealers Association member offering high quality as well as art
acquisition counsel to collectors, museums, and institutions. The gallery’s mission is
to assist clients in developing
collections that have deep
personal meaning.
The new satellite gallery
opened with a curated collection of works by leading contemporary artists including an
extensive selection by Mr.
Brainwash, known for his Pop
and Street Art, including his
works on wood, metal, brick,
cement, canvas, paper, sculpture and neon light mixed
media. The gallery also
features artwork by David
Drebin, Hijack, Gilles
Cenazandotti, and Cayla Birk.
To reach Contessa Gallery,
visit: www.contessagallery.
com or call Steve Hartman
at (216) 956-2825.
PAGE 12

PERSPECTIVE ON THE ROLE OF ART FAIRS
continued from page 1
attracts.” She says, ideally it could have a fair that offers
Coral Gables, FL, says, “It is would be good to walk a fair the right market, your bring
absolutely my duty as a in advance of exhibiting. the perfect art, and an ungallery owner to introduce “But sometimes you can’t, lucky event completely
my artists to new markets if and you have to do your re- changes the outcome.
I am the only one represent- search online. There is data
ing their work. You have to be found and a way to
Lisa Sette, owner of Lisa
their livelihood to think of.” look at it mathematically.” Sette Gallery in Phoenix for
Art fairs can be a
the
past
three
means of exposing an
decades, says her parartist’s work to differticipation in art fairs is
ent geographic reimportant for both the
gions,
and
new
gallery and its artists,
collector bases. “From
whose work ranges in
a gallery’s perspective,
price from $500 to $1
it is the exact same
million—the latter for
thing because you are
the rights to the conpicking up clients from
cept for a James Turrell
around the country.”
skyspace. “We are in
Cayce Zavaglia’s embroidery, “Luca
Nicolo (Age 7)” that Lyons Wier Gallery, Phoenix. That is not the
Conde Contempo- New York, showed at Art Miami 2016.
art capital of the U.S.
rary, in business four The medium is crewel wool on Belgian
and not everyone travyears, specializing pri- linen with acrylic paint (background). The els here for cultural reamarily in representa- upper right image, 21 by 24 inches, is the sons, so we have to
tional work with a verso of the upper left image. Visit:
get out.”
focus on contemporary www.lyonswiergallery.com.
Cuban art. The gallery
Ms. Sette always exoccupies a 2,300-square- That being said, the math is hibits at AIPAD New York, a
foot space on Coral Gables’ only one of three compo- show produced by the AssoMiracle Mile and offers work nents to the equation; there ciation of Photography Art
ranging in price from $2,000 is also the art, and there is Dealers, of which she has
to $20,000, although most “dumb luck.” All three come been a member for 25
are more expensive than
years. Her choice of this
$2,000. Ms. Conde takes a
show is based on medium.
very analytical approach to
She also exhibits at Art
art fairs. “I try to find out
Miami “because it has all
what the sales are like (at a
mediums” represented. Anfair) and what the average
other reason she chooses
sale is because if the averArt Miami is to meet overage sale is $2,000, it is not
seas buyers. “There are
for me. You want to tap into
times when we don’t do as
your market and align yourwell as we like, but we know
self with a fair that is similar
we are getting the right exto your market.” This, she
posure for our artists. For
finds, can be a touchy submid-career artists this is imject. “People are not always “Cameographic (Francis
portant.” This past winter the
forthcoming with that infor- Frith),” 2017, by Charlotte
results were not as good as
mation, so you have to do Potter from Lisa Sette
they have been in the past for
your own research to figure Gallery in Phoenix. The 5her, but she feels that was in
by 4-inch hand-engraved
it out.”
part due to uncertainty with
glass, silver, tin, and stainthe Presidential election.
But it is not just pricing. less steel is an edition of 3:
Over the years, she has ex“As a gallery you need to www.lisasettegallery.com.
hibited at many art fairs, and
know who your market is—
gives a show two or three
who your clients are—and into play, she says, because years before deciding on
then choose fairs accord- there could be a bad storm
continued on page 14
ingly based on who the fair and no one turns up. You
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KEN KEELEY

IS RETURNING TO
ARTEXPO NEW YORK
April 21-24, 2017
PIER 94 ~ BOOTH 151

KEN KEELEY

HAS BEEN WORKING ON A BRAND NEW
BODY OF ARTWORK AND IT IS A MUST SEE!
DON’T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY TO SEE
KEN’S BEST OF THE BEST ARTWORK!
MAKE YOUR PLANS NOW TO ATTEND
THE 2017 ARTEXPO SHOW IN NEW YORK.
HIS TALENT IS STRONGER THAN EVER!

PLEASE VISIT US AT WWW.KENKEELEY.COM
OR CONTACT US DIRECTLY AT 1-904-751-6419
FOR ADDITIONAL ARTWORK OR SHOW INFORMATION.
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BLUE GALLERY OPENS
MODERN AND
CONTEMPORARY SPACE
IN DELRAY BEACH

DELRAY BEACH, FL—A new
Blue Gallery has been
opened by Rami Rotkopf in a
5,000-square-foot space in
Delray Beach focusing on
Contemporary, Modern, and
Pop art. Mr. Rotkopf, who is
also the founder of Smart
Publishing, has brought in
new artists for this, his fourth
gallery that will cater to a
younger clientele. He has another Blue Gallery in Delray
Beach that features artists
that he has represented for
many years, and also one on
Los Alos Blvd. in Fort Lauderdale and one in Coral
Springs, FL.
Among the artists that Mr.
Rotkopf is representing in his
new gallery are M&M, street
artists and brothers Marc and
Mat Lipp whose painted
bronze sculptures of dogs are
proving very popular. Shown
is a French Bulldog, “Orange
Flame,” by Marc Lipp, 15 by
17 by 12 inches, retail $6,800.
Among other new artists are
Joel Amit, known for his
lasercut steel sculptures of
butterflies, fish, and flowers,
as well as work from Tzuki
Art of Tel Aviv, creators of
contemporary Judaica and
Pop art. Retail prices in the
new gallery range from
$500 to $30,000. For more,
visit: www.bluefineart.com.
PAGE 14

ART FAIRS
continued from page 12

whether or not to return. “We
don’t want to make a hasty or
uninformed decision.”
When asked how he
chooses which fair to exhibit
at, Peter Blake, director of
Peter Blake Gallery in Laguna Beach, CA, in business
23 years, asks, “Do you
know the expression ‘Hail
Mary?’ That is really what it
is. It can also be equated to
going to Vegas with your
life’s savings in your pocket.
You don’t know who is going
to show up.” However, by
looking at other galleries
that regularly exhibit at a fair,
whoever they are, that gives
you an idea of the quality. “If
the exhibitors are good, then
the fair should be good, and
the management will bring
collectors in.” If the exhibiting galleries are not strong,
“it doesn’t matter where the
fair is, collectors won’t go.”
Mr. Blake also looks to see
which markets he has clients
in that he can take to dinner
and do business with while
also exhibiting at the fair.
Another facet of making a
success of a fair is to create
an attractive exhibit—a perfectly installed booth that is
a museum-quality show
within a show and, in effect,
a showcase for his gallery.
In 2016 Peter Blake
Gallery exhibited at two
fairs, Dallas Art Fair and
Expo Chicago. This year so
far it has exhibited at Art
Palm Springs. “We will probably do six this year,” he
says. “We cut back last year
to see if we didn’t do so
many fairs whether that
would bring our brick-andmortar sales up again. But
we need the fairs.” They
represent one leg of the
three-legged stool that supports the business—the two

others are the brick-and
mortar gallery and online, including social media marketing. “We found we need to
focus on all three at the
same time.”
He concedes that fairs
are not selling as well as
they used to. “But the combination of all three elements, fairs, the brick-andmortar gallery, and an online
presence, creates an environment to do sales.” His
online initiative includes a
presence on Artnet, 1stdibs,

source for modern and contemporary art. Its program is
focused on monochrome,
concrete, and reductive abstraction with an emphasis
on California minimalism,
light, and space. Prices
range from $10,000 to
$200,000.

Again, Mr. Blake returns
to the financial aspects. He
estimates it costs $40,000
to $60,000 for an average
fair, including travel, and associated expenses. Often
buying decisions are not
made
until
after a fair,
so the costs
must be carr ied. Then there
is the 50-50
split with the
artist. This, he
says, is starting to not look
reasonable
any more from
the dealer’s
perspective,
taking into account all of a
gallery’s ex“The Sound of Winter” by Julio Figueroa
penses.
Beltran, oil on canvas, 78 by 72 inches,
from Conde Contemporary, Coral Gables,
Michael
FL: www.condecontemporary.com.
Lyons Wier of
and a blog, as well as gallery Lyons Wier Gallery in the
e-mails and social media. Chelsea district of New York
He sees the fairs as a vehi- City also selects art fairs at
cle for bringing in new which to exhibit, in part,
clients, and the gallery for based on their exhibitor list.
presenting noteworthy exhi- “On many levels it is guilt by
bitions. It is impossible to association,” he says. Art
know where your revenue is Miami, in which Lyons Wier
coming from, he says, be- Gallery participated this past
cause the three are inter- December, has a very longtwined.
standing reputation. “There
is a level of art we want to
From the perspective of be associated with as we
his artists, he says, “They mature,” he observes.
want to know you are taking
their work to fairs and showThis mid-career gallery, in
ing it to an international au- business since 1993, repredience in say, Chicago, New sents contemporary artists.
York, Miami, or Dallas. That Their work ranges in price
is part of what they expect from $12,000 to $35,000.
from a gallery.” Peter Blake
continued on page 22
Gallery describes itself as a
ART WORLD NEWS
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THE FIRST AUCTION OF
WORKS FROM THE ARTIST
PENSION TRUST
REALIZES $231,000
NEW YORK—The first auction of works from the vast
holdings of the Artist Pension Trust (APT) in March at
Sotheby’s in New York realized $231,000, just shy of the
high estimate. An auction of
APT works will also be held at
Sotheby’s in London in midApril. A total of 34 works were
chosen for the sales from the
studios of trail-blazing contemporary artists including
Josh Smith, David Shrigley,
Bob and Roberta Smith, and
Liam Gillick. Proceeds from
the sales benefit artists
participating in the APT.
Since launching in 2004, APT
has compiled an immense
collection of international
contemporary art, comprising
nearly 13,000 artworks by
2,000 diverse artists in 75
countries. The artists range
from those that have participated in the most important
fairs and biennials, and have
won some of the most prestigious awards, to young artists
who are at an earlier stage in
their careers. APT provides
select artists around the
world with long-term financial
security through its patented
mutual assurance model.
Each participating artist
agrees to deposit 20 artworks
over a 20-year period. These
deposits are then gradually
sold to benefit the participating members.
“Deciding which of the works
to select for our inaugural
sale hasn’t been easy, but,
ultimately, we’ve chosen
some of our favorite works by
artists who have been with us
since the very earliest years
of the program,” says Mark
Sebba, chairman of APT and
MutualArt. For more on APT,
visit: www.aptglobal.org.
PAGE 16

ART COPYRIGHT COALITION COUP IN CHINA
The Art Copyright Coalition
(ACC), the organization
formed by art publishers to
combat copyright infringement, had much to celebrate
after the Shanghai Art &
Frame Expo trade-only show
in March. “It is clear that the
show producer CAFEXPO is
cracking down on illegal
counterfeiters,” says John
Chester of Wild Apple, who
heads up the ACC. For the
past couple of years, Wild
Apple and World Art Group
have been exhibiting at the
show. Mr. Chester says, “At

Security guards were called
after a man was seen selling books of decorative art
images from various western publishers. The books
contain CDs that allow the
images to be printed.

past CAFEXPO shows,
there have been exhibiting
companies illegally selling
books and CDs of artwork
from western art publishers.
We have been complaining
about them for years to
show management. These
nefarious operators have
been a thorn in the side of
art publishers. We are not
sure exactly how they collect
the images, and we surmise
that they may buy one legitimate poster and then scan it
and sell the file. I can’t tell you

find anyone
selling the infamous art
books. “The
show management did
a great job
of not letting
them in,” he
says.
But
when
he
w a l k e d
around the
corner behind all the
The ACC makes its presence known in both
Chinese and English in this prominent display booths he
saw a man
in World Art Group and Wild Apple’s booth.
with a sign
how depressed I was the first saying HD Art Pictures selling
time I saw one of these CD- the books from a suitcase.
books—like someone broke “I watched him flipping
into our home and stole all through the images—and I
saw our images, and my
our valuables.”
blood started to boil.” Mr.
At the recent Shanghai Art Reeves called show man& Frame Expo, Eric Reeves, agement, telling them, “You
director of operations, World have to get him out of here.
Art Group, was the sole He is stealing stuff from
western representative. In an everyone.” They escorted
interview with Art World him from the building.
News he said, “I walked the
show first thing to see if I
The next day, Mr. Reeves
could find any of our images. saw a man selling the books
I saw one really small Chi- outside the entrance to the
nese vendor with our Blue show. He alerted show manPeacock which is our most- agement, saying, “You have
to do something about
this. It is
hurting sales
for everyone, and it is
wrong.”
Show management
called the
security police who got
him to leave
Eric Reeves, fourth from left, World Art Group the area. “It
was a vicdirector of operations, with representatives
from the company’s printing partner in China, tory for the
ACC,” says
Albert, Vicki, Cindy and Andy, in the booth
that World Art Group shared with Wild Apple. Mr. Reeves.
For more on
copied image.” He also the ACC, visit the website:
searched to see if he could www.artcopyright.net.
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STUDIO E GALLERY
CELEBRATES 20 YEARS
IN PALM BEACH COUNTY

PALM BEACH GARDENS,
FL—Studio E Gallery,
founded by Evan and Ann
Griffith, is marking a milestone of 20 years in business
with the exhibition “20/20:
20 Years, 20 Artists,” an interactive exhibit that showcases
20 of the gallery’s resident
artists that have made a positive impact on the local community and beyond. In all,
the gallery represents about
50 artists, including the work
of Ann Griffith. Shown is “Plutonian Depths” by Rick Eggert, hand-blown glass, 18 by
24 by 10 inches ($4,300).
The Griffiths credit their
success to the living artists
they showcase in their 2,600square-foot gallery, some of
whom have been with them
since the beginning. “This
was not always an easy path.
We were starting our own
business at the same time
that artists were developing
their careers,” says Evan.
“But to watch them flourish
and become successful has
been immensely gratifying.
One of the great thrills over
time is to witness the evolution of an artist's work in real
time—as they experiment,
as they hone their skills, as
they mature in their vision.”
Visit: www.studioegallery.com
or call (561) 799-3333.
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PRESENTING ARTEXPO, SOLO, FOTO SOLO
Some 400 exhibitors from
worldwide are taking part in
Artexpo New York, SOLO,
and FOTO SOLO, April
21–24, on Pier 94 in New
York City. The four-day trade
and consumer show with a
trade-only day on the Friday,
was almost sold-out at press
time. “The show is a little
larger, and we anticipate, due
to ticket sales, that attendance will increase as well,”
says Linda Mariano, managing director of marketing for
Redwood Media Group, producer of the show. “Trade
registration is strong,” she
added. “We are seeing an increase there as well.” FOTO
SOLO, launched last year,
will be expanded to about 50
exhibitors. “It was received
very well by attendees—they
really loved it. There is a definite trend in the art industry
in fine art photography,” she
notes. The SOLO pavilion, always a draw for those looking for new, fresh art, will
feature between
150 and 175 independent artists.

Designers (ASID) to bring in cocktail parties, live entertaindesigners, architects, and art ment, and other special eveconsultants, as well as with nts. Artexpo New York also
several magazines to drive features the Topics & Trends
Education
trade attenProgram—
dees to Artfour days of
expo. On
complimenthe photogtary seminars
raphy side,
and conferit is partnerence classes
ing with two
offering expert
publicaperspectives
tions, Outd o o r
on subjects
Photograranging from
pher and
art and the
Digital
e c o n o m y,
Photo Pro. “Contemporary–Einstein” by
small business manSveta Esser is an acrylic on
“ A r t canvas, 49 by 49 inches, retail- agement, art
Electrified” ing for $10,400, available from marketing, to
is the theme Smart Publishing. Visit:
social media
for the show, www.smart-publishing.com.
for artists, demeaning
sign and decor
the excitement behind the di- trends, and more.
versity of art that is out there
in the world today. The three
Due to the timing of
shows combined, Artexpo, Easter, the show runs from
SOLO, and FOTO SOLO will Friday through Monday. Befeature a wide range of art- cause International Sculpture
Day falls on that Monday,
the show is partnering with
the International Sculpture
Center (ISC), publisher of
Sculpture Magazine, to celeDiscussing
brate sculpture and further
marketing initiaISC’s mission to advance
tives relating to
the creation and understandtrade attendees,
ing of sculpture and its
Ms. Mariano says,
unique, vital contribution to
“We reach back
society. Monday is also
to those who have
Wrap It Up Day, offering a
attended in the Patricia Gilman, Beyond the Lens, New
free art-wrapping station for
past and also York, presents “Blue Eyed Pony,” phoreach
galleries tograph of an Icelandic horse printed on purchases.
through advertis- metallic paper, mounted on Sintra board
Show hours are:
ing and partner- and seared on non-glare Plexi, 24 by 18
Friday (Trade Day):
ships where we inches, edition of 15 ($1,000). Visit:
12–8 p.m.
believe the trade www.patriciagilmanstudio.com.
Opening night preview party,
may be reading
and looking. She adds, “I work: original prints, paintings, open to public and trade:
think it couldn’t be more im- drawings, sculpture, photog- 4–8 p.m.
portant for them to attended, raphy, ceramics, giclées, lith- Saturday and Sunday:
and for the continued devel- ographs, and fine art glass. 11 a.m.–7 p.m.
opment of their business.” Attendees will get the chance Monday:
As it has done previously, the to browse thousands of inno- 10 a.m.–3 p.m.
show is partnering with the vative new works of art and For more on the show, visit:
American Society of Interior enjoy education seminars, www.artexponewyork.com.
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LAUREN CLARK FINE ART
AND FRAMING REOPENS
IN GREAT BARRINGTON

MARK HOPKINS: STORIES OF HIS SCULPTURES
Sculptor Mark Hopkins is
known for his wide array of
subject matter for his limited
edition bronzes, but figurative remains one of his favorites. Hence, as a nod to
inauguration day, he released a new president—not
the one you are thinking of,
but a smaller version of his
popular sculpture “Abraham
Lincoln.” The piece measures 8 1/2 by 4 by 4 inches,
in an edition of 250, retailing
for $875.

GREAT BARRINGTON, MA—
Lauren Clark Fine Art is
holding a grand reopening
ceremony this month for its
new location on Stockbridge
Road. Lauren Clark, who
opened the gallery and
custom frameshop in 2006,
decided not to renew the lease
on her former location, but
chose to move to a more
accessible spot on Stockbridge Road with parking outside to better suit the needs of
her customers, particularly
those purchasing framing
which accounts for almost
50% of the business.
The gallery features paintings
and artist-made prints, as well
as contemporary craft by regional and internationally recognized artists. Retail prices
range from $200 to $10,000.
An average framing job runs
$300 to $400, using only conservation grade materials.
Because many of the artists
represented are local, this
allows personal relationships
to develop, forming a whole
group of people—a community. Shown is ”Angel of the
Upper West Side” by Richard
Britell, oil on canvas, 36 by
59 inches. For more, visit:
www.laurenclarkfineart.com.
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What Hopkins particularly
likes about it is that it is more
than just a bust. “I like to incorporate a story into my
sculpture,” he says. “The tilt
of the head indicates he is
contemplating, as if he is
about to give a speech—
perhaps the Gettysburg
Address. And I do this purposely (in my sculptures) to
give more of a human connected feel to them.”
Hopkins’ passion is sculpting historical figures. His
repertoire includes Albert Einstein, Mark Twain, Robert E.
Lee, Buffalo Bill, Jesse
James, Doc Holliday, and
more. As well as creating
sculptures for the network of
galleries that represent his
work, commissions are also
a large part of his business.
Currently he is working on a
one-and-a-half lifesize bust of
Joel Chandler Harris, the
American journalist, fiction
writer, and folklorist best
known for his collection of
Uncle Remus stories. “He
was based out of Georgia
where I also am originally
from. I knew his great, great
granddaughter, Annette
LaRose Harris Shakespeare
in high school. Even at the
age of 16 or 17, I knew that I
was going to be a sculptor,
and I said to her, I would love

to do a sculpture of her ancestor. Finally, I am doing it

Mark Hopkins releases
“Abraham Lincoln” in a
small version measuring
8 1/2 by 4 by 4 inches,
edition of 250, retail $875.

bust of the author with an
open book on which are sitting characters from the
Uncle Remus Tales such as
Br’er Rabbit, Br’er Fox, and
Mr. Buzzard. “I am at the finishing stages,” says Hopkins, who admits he is very
hard to get hold of because
he is so hands-on with his
sculptures. Following our interview, he was going into a
welding session. “I do a lot
of the metal work,” he says.
This may include channeling,
cleaning, and polishing. “I
deal with a lot of the details,
and it enhances my creativity because then I know
what the material is like.”
And his next commission?
That is from a collector of his
work, Rupert Werner, for a
lifesize sculpture of his late
wife Kathie Werner. The
sculpture will be placed in a
garden named
in her honor,
Kathie’s Spring
Garden, at the
Museum of the
Shenandoah
Valley in Winchester, VA.
Technically, it is
the museum
that placed this
commission.

now at the age of 64.” After
almost five decades, she
called Hopkins to offer him
that opportunity. She and
her sister
Linda Harris,
and
c o u s i n
Laura Harris,
commissioned
the sculpture. It is
designated
for the Joel
Chandler
H a r r i s
House, one
Hopkins’
of the few
wide repertoire
remaining
of subjects inQ u e e n
cludes children,
Anne Victo- “Tree for Two” by Mark
wildlife, birds,
nautical, relirian homes Hopkins, measures 18 by
in Atlanta. 12 by 9 inches, edition of 25 gious, sports,
Native
Also known with a retail price of $1,800. and
as
The
American. His
Wren’s Nest, it was where sculpture editions retail for
Joel Chandler Harris lived $300 to $100,000 for lifesize
from 1881 until 1908. In works. For more information,
1913, the house was contact Mark Hopkins Sculpopened as a museum.
ture Inc. in Loveland, CO, at
(800) 678-6564, or visit the
The “Joel Chandler Har- website located at: www.
ris” sculpture will feature a markhopkinssculpture.com.
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GALLERY OWNER
BRIDGETTE MAYER
RELEASES NEW BOOK,
THE ART CURE

PHILADELPHIA—Art dealer
Bridgette Mayer has
released her new book,
The Art Cure, that depicts
her personal journey from
being a young girl in the
DYFS system and foster
care through adoption, college, and her foray into the
art world. “I was hesitant for
many years to share my childhood story as it was a difficult
and dark time for me,” Ms.
Mayer says. “It is my hope
that in sharing this story, I can
light a path to what you can
create in your life under the
most difficult of circumstances.” In 2001, at age 26,
she opened Bridgette Mayer
Gallery on Philadelphia’s
historic Washington Square
representing artists from
Philadelphia, New York, Los
Angeles, and around the
world. Artwork in the gallery
comprises contemporary painting, sculpture, and photography. Ms. Mayer also has an
advisory firm in Los Angeles
specializing in secondary market artwork sales and private
and corporate consulting. For
more information, visit her
websites at: www.bridgette
mayergallery.com and www.
bridgettemayerartadvisors.com.
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ART FAIRS
continued from page 14

to Miami, for instance, we
have everything in place.
We try to
learn the size
of our booth
as early as
possible, and
get in front
of our artists
asap.” Preparedness, he
says, is crucial
to success.

However, as an artist, she
says, it is absolutely key for
her to exhibit
“We also just participated
at art fairs. “I
in Scope New York (in early
live near OrMarch) which is known for
lando which is
younger galleries and artists.
by no means
We went there to align our
an art destinaartists with a different ention, more for
ergy. Usually at a fair that
tourists.
has a younger energy you
Therefore, for
are with people who have
me, getting to
had a gallery for five years
New York is
or less, and there is a differfabulous. It
ent emotional capacity.” The
The choice
validates me
stakes are so high, and anx- of art fairs for
as an artist
iety can be palpable, he independent
and gives me
finds, at fairs for long-estab- artists is not “Horizon” by Sarah Ali of
credibility.”
lished galleries.
as plentiful as Sarah Ali Fine Art, pigmen- She enjoys
it is for gal- tation on cork fabric, 22 by getting feedHow does he view return leries. “When 28 inches. For more on her back
too,
on investment (ROI)? Mr. you look at work: www.sarah-ali.com.
from attenLyons Wier has been exhibit- shows for indees on her
ing at fairs since 1989, and dependent artists the list work which she describes
ROI is a subject
becomes quite as pure organic paint applied
he has been
limited,”
ob- to cork fabric imported from
discussing with
serves Sarah Ali Spain.
his peers for
of Sarah Ali Fine
the last year.
Art of Winter
Likewise, James Paterson
As he points
Park, FL, who of Meaford, Ontario, is particout, there is
has been a pro- ipating once again in SOLO.
also ROE (refessional artist His wife Lynn Paterson says
turn on emofor 10 years. She they started exhibiting James’
tion). You might
has exhibited in “Prayer Machines” made of
hear of a show
the SOLO pavil- steel wire and mixed media
in say Germany
ion at Artexpo in 2012. At first they only
or
London,
New York for the exhibited in Canada and then,
England, and
past three or when they learned of Artthrow caution
four years, and expo, they did a fair in Bufto the wind and
will be there falo, NY, to prepare themexhibit. ”You can
again this April. selves for the U.S. market. In
go in with such
“I have always addition to SOLO, produced
hope and emobeen pleased, by Redwood Media Group,
tion, that if you
and it has always they have also exhibited at
don’t do well it
been a very nice the company’s Spectrum
is psychologiexperience,” she Miami, Art San Diego, and
cally damning.” “Prayer Machine” by
says. At some Spectrum Indian Wells. “One
However, he James Paterson of
point she may thing my husband likes is
says ROI does Meaford, Ontario,
exhibit at more to leave home four times a
work, and it is made of steel wire,
shows, possibly year and hear people’s revery planned mixed media, and steel at the Affordable sponse to his work when
that a fair is wheels measures 83 by Art Fair. “In the they see the pieces moving.
f i n a n c i a l l y 53 by 15 inches, sold
long term, I do He likes them to touch and
worthwhile. He for $12,000 at Specplan to have engage with them. It fills the
works with his trum Miami 2016. Visit: my own gallery,” tank before going home to
artists through- www.jdpaterson.com.
she says. When work alone.”
out the year to
that
happens,
create the work necessary she would really like to particto make the best presenta- ipate in one of the fairs in the Sarah Seamark is Editor in
Chief of Art World News.
tion possible. “When we get Hamptons.
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FRAMERICA LAUNCHES
AMERICAN BLEACHER

YAPHANK, NY—Framerica’s
American Bleacher
Collection was inspired by
weather- and crowd-worn
wooden bleachers from
schools around the country.
The collection can be customized to any school’s color.
“Time-worn, paint chipped
bleachers tell a unique story,”
notes Josh Eichner, executive
vice president. “The ability to
customize colors makes it extremely design friendly.” For
information, call (800) 3726422 or: www.framerica.com.
PRESTO PRESENTS
TENERIFE

BETHEL, CT—Presto Frame
& Moulding presents
Tenerife, designed with the
millennial customer in mind.
Featuring larch wood which is
prized in boat building, the
veneer has a tight strong
grain pattern affording a clean
sophisticated look. It is available in three profiles and
three finishes. Call (800) 4311622, www.prestoframe.com.
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CRESCENT SPONSORS PPFA SCHOLARSHIP
Crescent Cardboard Company LLC is sponsoring an
annual $1,000 Vivian C.
Kistler MCPF Scholarship for
the Professional Picture Framers Association (PPFA).
The scholarship, which Crescent will fund for the next five
years, includes one sitting of
the hands-on Master Certified Picture Framer (MCPF)
exam and a stipend to help
offset expenses.
The scholarship was established by the PPFA Chapter Relations Committee to
honor the memory of Vivian
Kistler, MCPF, a beloved
mentor, framing industry au-

thor and educator, and long
time member of the PPFA.
Vivian was also a columnist
for Art World News.
“One of our core beliefs is
supporting the independent
framer and the small businesses of our industry,” says
Matt Ozmun, executive vice
president of Crescent,
Wheeling, IL. “The reputation
of custom picture framers is
built on the artisan and craft
of the finest framers, and we
are more than happy to carry
on Vivian Kistler’s legacy and
to help grow and pass on the
skills that make our industry
unique and great.”

“We deeply appreciate
Crescent’s generosity,” says
PPFA president Gregory K.
Norris, CPF. “PPFA certification credentials matter
more and more to customers, and the education
attained while achieving
these designations is priceless.”
There are currently about
70 Master Certified Picture
Framers in the world. To
learn more about MCPF and
CPF certification, visit: www.
ppfa.com. For further information on Crescent, go
to the website located at:
www.crescentpro.com.

PPFA PRESENTS ANNUAL AWARDS
The PPFA honored members during the PPFA 2017
Convention in January at the
WCAF Expo in Las Vegas.
The awards were presented
at the PPFA President’s Dinner, sponsored by EnCore
Products and WCAF Expo.
• Lifetime
Achievement
Award: Greg Perkins,
CPF, Greg Perkins Consulting, Atlanta.
• Paul Frederick Award of
Distinction for Leadership: Sarah Beckett,
MCPF,
SB
Framing
Gallery, Milwaukee, WI.
• PPFA Service Award:
Randy Parrish, CPF,
Randy Parrish Fine Framing & Art, Ann Arbor, MI.
• Chapter Volunteer of the
Year Award: Quentin Webster, MCPF, Framing Matters, Canberra, Australia.
Greg Perkins also was
honored as he ended his
service as a director on the
PPFA international board; as
was Ellen Collins, MCPF,
Howard’s Art & Frames,

Hagerstown, MD, who ended
a two-year term as vice president. In addition, PPFA staff
member Sheila Pursglove
was presented with a Certificate of Appreciation.
The PPFA Awards and
Recognition Committee was
chaired by Meghan MacMil-

lan, MCPF; with John Harry
Gaston, CPF; and Tony
Tremonto. Linda Wassell,
MCPF, created the certificates; and Robert Gulf, CPF,
owner of Knollwood Art
Frames, Bloomfield Hills, MI,
custom framed the awards.
Larson-Juhl donated the
frames and Museum glass.

PPFA BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2017-2018
Members of the PPFA have
installed the 2017–2018
board of directors. Gregory
Norris, CPF, Huntington Hall
of Frames, Huntington, WV,
is serving a second term as
president. Robin Gentry,
MCPF, B&J Gallery, Bowling
Green, KY., is serving a second term as past president.
Wally Fay, CPF, Sunshine
Frames, Jacksonville Beach,
FL, is vice president; Carol
Graham, FrameReady/SoftTouch Solutions Inc., Petrolia, Ontario, holds the office
of secretary; and Bruce
Gherman, co-owner with
Deborah Salmon of Monarch

Expositions, owner of the
PPFA, will serve as treasurer.
Serving as directors are:
Joyce Michels, MCPF,
Michels Frames & Things,
Saint Robert, MO; Jared
Davis, MCPF, GCF, Megawood Larson-Juhl Australia;
Randy Parrish, CPF, Randy
Parrish Fine Framing & Art,
Ann Arbor, MI; John Harry
Gaston, CPF, GastonArt &
Frame, Shrewsbury, MA;
Julia Heinzmann, CPF, Art
Heads Commercial Art &
Framing. Sherwood, OR; and
Alice Perritt, CPF, HoFP
Gallery, Columbia, SC.
ART WORLD NEWS
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DDBC PRODUCTS OFFERS
LARGE FORMAT PRINTING
ON MANY SUBSTRATES
FOR LARGE AND SMALL
COMPANIES, AND FOR
INDEPENDENT ARTISTS

ISSUES FACING THE FRAMING INDUSTRY

by Koleen Kaffan
“When you make the money that are offered in your own
A recent panel discussion yourself you have to respect community. “My products
held at the West Coast Art it,” he said. He learned that (custom, made-to-order, handand Frame Expo in Las re-investing money back into crafted, genuine gold leaf picWHEELING, IL—DDBC
Vegas, Successful Retailing, the business from day one, ture frames) are placed in
Products, sister company
examined the challenges fac- allows a manager to evolve new, updated shops that alto Crescent Cardboard, is a ing the art and framing indus- and set their thinking to put- ways have something new to
provider of large format print- try. It was led by Jay Goltz ting the business first.
see,” she said, “which is iming capabilities and possibiliindustry veteran and presiportant to keeping customers
ties on matboard, acrylic,
dent of Artists Frame Service
“You must remember that excited.” She also noted
aluminum, wood, and other
Inc. in Chicago, and featured you’re worth the work that that, since business in gensubstrates in sizes up to 48 by Chris Heffter, Valiani Sales you do for customers and eral is constantly evolving,
96 inches and up to 4 inches
Manager for Crescent Card- that you must charge accord- staying up-to-date is key. “I
thick. In an effort to help retail- board Company, who is ingly. Product always needs took a Start Your Own Busiers market this service to their based in Gainesville, FL; to be fantastic—above the ness bootcamp class becustomers, DDBC is now ofRhonda Feinman, owner of top—because if you do a great cause while you can make
fering art and framing retailers R h o n d a
a sample pack of seven
Feinman
pieces to show to clients. The C u s t o m
pack includes an 11- by 14Frames,
and 16- by 20-inch piece on
Woodside,
acrylic, aluminum, and wood. NY;
Paul
MacFarland,
“Many artists are taking their
founder of
own works and creations and Art Preserselling their art on these sub- vation Restrates,” says the company’s
sources and
Scott Dvorak. Frameshops,
Director of
he says, are offering their
Educational Pictured are the panel, from left, Paul MacFarland, Rhonda Feinman,
clients the opportunity to either D e v e l o p - Chris Heffter, and Jay Kogan. The moderator was Jay Goltz.
select an image they have
ment for the
already purchased or to
PPFA; and Jay Kogan, presi- job for a client, they will come sales, do beautiful design,
submit their own artwork to
dent and founder of Hall of back and tell their friends— and know about marketing—
be recreated on one of the
Frames in Phoenix, AZ.
even if it is a $10 sale. Every if you don’t know how to read
various substrates.
customer needs to feel like a spreadsheet, you cannot
Topics ranged from making you took the time to help control your own destiny.
DDBC also prints directly onto the most of the resources at them and that their purchase There are tons of free busimatboard. “As a sister comhand to grow business, to is appreciated.”
ness classes available. You
pany of Crescent Cardboard, knowing exactly what the
will always walk away with
we do a great deal of finishing cost of a project is, to the imChris Heffter said that suc- something that will help you
work that includes die and
portance of using a point-of- cessful operations are not improve your business and
bevel cutting, foil stamping,
sale software program. Talk afraid to take chances, as bring in sales.”
and embossing/debossing,
also turned to the changing well as adapt to changes in
and we have the unique
face of the industry as more the marketplace. “You must
She also talked about the
capability of printing directly
people under 35 seem to be be well-educated and your benefits that she has found in
onto their matboard.
opening new galleries and staff must be well-educated,” purchasing the building that
frameshops and were attend- he said. “Embrace change her business is located in.
The sample package, including classes during the show.
and go after it. Oftentimes, it The process of the purchase
ing a 3- by 5-foot custom
is mostly upgrading a cus- was not without problems
printed floormat that many
With this in mind, modera- tomer’s purchase. It can be though, and her take away
are using to capture their
tor Jay Goltz asked the panel just showing them how to get from it is that just because
company logo and use as
how they got to where they the most out of their invest- one financing avenue is not a
a marketing tool, is $199,
are today and what they have ment sometimes.”
good fit, shop around until all
plus shipping and handling.
learned along the way. Jay
of your needs (or as close as
Call (847) 257-5609, e-mail:
Kogan spoke of growing up
Rhonda Feinman said to al- is possible) are met. These
scott@ddbcutting.com or visit: in the family business and his ways be learning and to look
www.discountmatting.com.
continued on page 32
need to make his mark. for ways to grow business
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HENRIETTA MILAN
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Lost Sounds of Silence, 48 by 72 inches

Milan Gallery, in business for five decades, presents Henrietta Milan’s
original oil on canvas paintings. At this time, Milan Gallery is seeking two new gallery
locations to represent her original artworks. Call us to represent this premier, and proven,
Impressionist painter’s work whose palette jumps off the canvas
to catch the viewer’s eye.

Classical Path, 40 by 40 inches

European Countryside, 36 by 36 inches

MILAN GALLERY

Giclée editions available upon request. Open 7 days a week.

(817) 338-4278

www.milangallery.com
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LARSON-JUHL H4
COLLECTION BRINGS
AVIATION SPIRIT TO LIFE

PANEL DISCUSSION
continued from page 26

decisions will play a big role
in the business’ finances for
years to come. “If someone
says no to giving you the
loan, go somewhere else.
And look into Small Business
Loans because they have
many good options for people in our industry.”

ATLANTA—Inspired by
the famous Spruce Goose,
Larson-Juhl’s H4 Collection
pays homage to Howard
Hughes’ H4 plane. Available
in two brushed steel finishes,
Winged White and Hughes
Walnut, H4 is Larson-Juhl’s
2016 Design Star
Collection, a collaboration
with its Product Development
team and 2016 Design Star
winners Micah Paul Bolton
and Katrina Magowan of
The Studio Shop in San
Mateo, CA. Available in four
profiles, from 1 1/4 to 2 5/8
inches wide, H4’s brushed
steel finishes are designed to
make this collection ideal for
framing modern graphics and
photography. For information,
visit: www.larsonjuhl.com.
BOOT CAMP AND BASIC
FRAMING CLASSES
SOUTHINGTON, CT—The
American Picture Framing
Academy is holding oneand-a-half-day basic and
advanced classes, as well
as a three-day boot camp
combo in Southington, April
28–30; in Las Vegas, May
5–7; and in Orlando/Daytona
Beach, FL, May 19–21. For
more information, visit: www.
pictureframingschool.com
or call (860) 940-9262.
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than you regularly offer to attract a new clientele. “Sell a
frame that is a little more expensive. Don’t be afraid.
Your customers will appreciate that you have the best
frame for their piece of art,
first and foremost. Remember that most frameshops
are located in better areas
and these customers are out
there.”

graving—you never know what
door you’re going to knock on
to peak their interest.”
When talk turned to marketing, most agreed that
once a customer walks
through the doors, it is the
job of the business to dazzle
them to encourage more
sales.

Mr. Goltz said that 25% of
Paul MacFarland spoke
Mr. Heffter talked about returning customers have
about how he has seen the how, as a business owner, it come back because they
industry grow over the years is vital to know what is bring- saw something magnificent
and how important it is to ing in sales, what is not, and on their first visit. “You’re
adapt. “There has been what expenses exist. “One most likely to achieve this
some noticeable changes, must do a process mapping in a good neighborhood,” he
even at this year’s
said, “and these
WCAF Expo,” he
people are in a
‘Half of those attending the
said. “Half of
position to buy.” He
classes I have taught at this
those attending
also said that the
the classes that I
term ‘upselling’ is
year’s West Coast Art & Frame
have taught are
described as
Expo are under 35 years of age.’ better
under 35 years of
simply ‘selling betage.” This led him
ter framing.’”
—Paul MacFarland
to realize that what
may have worked
Ms. Feinman enfor him when he was just of your entire operation,” he couraged framers to keep
starting out, may not be ap- said. “Dissect every piece of their showroom floor fresh so
plicable in today’s world. the operation and see what is that people see something
There needs to be a new way working and bringing in they may not have noticed
of thinking for this new gen- money.”
previously. “Make a change.
eration of art and framing proRearrange your corner samfessionals.
Expanding a frameshop’s ples. Throw out the discontinproduct and services mix is ued samples. Put down new
“A lot of the framers that how Mr. Kogan suggests carpet.”
I met as a young man had bringing in more sales. “If
little respect for the art side you go into a shoe store,
All panelists said that, as a
of the business,” he said. they probably sell socks business owner, one must
“They would tell me not to too,” he said. “In the framing know about all of the exlook at the art but to just industry, we’ve taken a very penses. “Do the numbers
concentrate on the framing lateral approach to what we yourself,” Mr. Kogan added.
and what the customer had sell. There are more options “Make it your job to know exasked for. I was appreciating out there using the equip- actly what all the prices are
the art though, and I saw ment that we own. Laser en- relating to a project. Also, be
preservation as a sign of re- graving is likely the next place sure to update pricing and
spect for the work. Times to go to as we’re in the pres- cost regularly.”
have changed. Today, preser- entation and display busivation is not only a sign of re- ness. Reach out to other
The conversation turned to
spect for the work but also retailers that might need point-of-sale (POS) software
for the client.”
signs made. Approach every- programs and Mr. Goltz
one, even the dry cleaners. stressed their importance.
Mr. Goltz asked the panel Sometimes, 5% can be just “Frameshops must have a
about growing one’s busi- $10 a day.
POS program,” he said.
ness by 5%. Ms. Feinman
“You probably have 20% of
said to look outside the box
“Offer services that we errors on your invoices if you
and bring in some items that don’t necessarily do as a are not using a POS promay be at a higher pricepoint framer—delivery, printing, en- gram. That is money lost.”
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MODERN AMERICAN
‘MODERN MASTERS,’ AN EXHIBITION FOR THE AGES
by Courtney Hood
Modern American presents
“Modern Masters” bringing
together masterpieces by
the 20th century’s greatest
artists. “Modern Masters”
focuses on the works of
Pablo Picasso, Marc Chagall, Salvador Dalí, Joan
Miró, and Fernand Léger,
while also highlighting select
works by Georges Braque,
René Magritte, and Henri
Matisse. This stunning collection of limited edition lithographs, unique etchings,
aquatints, carborundums,
and sculptures have been
brought together for clients
to have the opportunity to
view the very best and select the right piece or pieces
for their fine art collection.
The exclusive opening
night reception, attended by
astute collectors and gallery
enthusiasts, was a tremendous hit including fine art,
fine food, and fine automobiles out front. The event
was attended by Scottsdale
Ferrari as well, featuring the
newest in Ferrari offerings
including the 488 GTB.
Chad Morgan, a major force
in the Ferrari world, likes his
art with or without wheels.
Like these works of art on
wheels, the original masterworks at Modern American
are available only for a limited time and are each top
tier masterworks.
The track record and historical importance of these
PAGE 34

Masters speak for themselves. Their appeal in the art
market continues to grow
and strengthen as collectors
seek their work. Among the
top 25 most expensive paintings Pablo Picasso has five,
more than any other singular
artists. Picasso also consistently maintains the top
records for auction sales,
his records typically only
ousted by another Picasso.
Georges Braque, of course,
co-created one of the most
revolutionary schools of
art alongside Picasso, that
of Cubism. Marc Chagall
was friendly with Picasso
and many of these Masters
found fellowship and inspiration in one another—
oftentimes even collecting
artwork by one another.
We can find the common
thread woven through these

Ferrari collection parked outside Modern American where
the exhibition “Modern Masters” is currently showing. At the
gallery entrance is Courtney Hood, VP gallery development.

internationally acclaimed Masters of 20th century art even
in their supremely distinctive
styles.
The juxtaposition of the
hard-edged bullfighting-

themed linocuts by Picasso,
the whimsical romantic expressions of Chagall’s artist
and angels stand out to be
the most drastic ends of the
broad appeal of the “Modern Masters” exhibit.
This exhibit is perfectly
balanced among the Surrealistic interpretations of famous literary works by Dalí,
the graceful line drawings of
Matisse, the playful, lively
characters in Miró’s compositions, the fractured planes
of Georges Braque, and the
boldly colored figures featured in the work of Fernand
Léger.

From the left: Phillips Koss, gallery director; Basil Collier,
art dealer extraordinaire; and Phillips Koss IV, curator.
Behind them are lithographs from Picasso’s Vollard Suite.
Far left and right are color lithographs from Picasso’s
Harlequin suite, and below them his “Doves.”

One featured collection in
“Modern Masters” at Modern American is Joan Miró’s
Acid Melody Suite which
consists of 14 lithographs in
continued on page 36
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MODERN AMERICAN
MODERN MASTERS
continued from page 34

edition was published in a
limited edition of 300 by the
prestigious German Museum, Stadtichen Mulheim
an der Ruhr. The set has always held a dominant position in the printed œuvre of
the artist and still fires the
public imagination.

quintessential Miró abstracted forms splashed
with bright red, cobalt blue,
Kelly green, and canary yellow. These works have been
likened to Beethoven’s Fifth
Symphony, lyrical and harmonious, they resonate with
collectors as the soundtrack
of our lives.
Also available are the profound and poetic creations of
Pablo Picasso in his Vollard
Suite. Exploring themes of
mythology, identity, creativity
and sexuality, the Vollard

A photograph from some
years ago of Picasso working on a linocut in his studio.

Suite is etched in a neoclassical style that Picasso
adapted from his studies of
classical sculpture, and
traces his artistic development throughout the 1930s.
In this series, Picasso
eroticizes the relationship
between the artist, model,
and art, casting himself in the
role of the sculptor pictured
throughout. Set primarily in
the artist’s studio, Picasso
mixes images of artistic rePAGE 36

To the right are three working proofs in different states of
Miró’s Ubu Roi series, including printers notes. To the left
are two Chagalls, and on the wall leading to the back of
the gallery is a Léger, a Matisse line drawing, and works
by Picasso, Chagall, and Miró.

In addition to these limited edition lithographs,
Modern American features
hand-signed works and rare
and fascinating proofs from
the printer. For information
on pricing and availability,
contact the gallery.

Modern American is a
premier Modern and Conpose and reflection with sex- moter of Picasso’s, Am- temporary art gallery, offerual fantasy and conquest.
broise Vollard, a leading ing Masters whose works
avant-garde art dealer and are in some of the world’s
The set shifts from works publisher in Paris, commis- most prominent collections
of serene
both private,
contemplatcorporate,
ion of beauty
and musedrawn with a
ums.
The
graceful,
gallery
is
simple line
located in
to images of
the heart of
aggression,
Old Town
animalistic
Scottsdale’s
desire, and
Arts District
torment that
on
the
are aggresnortheast
s i v e l y
corner
of
etched and
3rd Ave. and
also heavily
Marshall
worked. An
Way. Phone
unresolved Basil Collier with a Picasso linocut entitled “Picador in Red
(480) 941drama be- and Yellow.” To the right is a Braque lithograph.
0909 for intween tranformation or
quility and agony, power and sioned the work that led to visit the website located at:
impotence, classical har- the Vollard Suite. In 1990, www.modern american.com.
mony and the irrational the Picasso family authorforces of the human psyche, ized an unprecedented cre- Courtney Hood is VP of
plays itself out in the series. ation of these exceptional Gallery Development for
A longtime patron and pro- artworks. This authorized Modern American.
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CALENDAR
March 29–April 2: Affordable Art Fair, New York
City, Metropolitan Pavilion,
125 W18th St., between 6th
and 7th Ave., New York.
Visit: www.affordableartfair
.com/fairs/new-york.
March 30–April 2: The
Photography Show, Pier 94,
New York City. The Association of International Photography Art Dealers. For more,
visit: www.aipad.com.
April 6–9: Dallas Art Fair
at Fashion Industry Gallery,
Ross Ave., Dallas. Produced
by the Dallas Art Fair Team.
For details, e-mail: kelly.
cornell@dallasartfair.com or
visit: www.dallasartfair.com.
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April 21–24: Artexpo
New York, SOLO, and
FOTO SOLO, Pier 94, New
York City. Produced by Redwood Media Group. Contact
Rick Barnett via e-mail:
rick@redwoodmg.com, call
(831) 747-0112 or go to:
www.artexponewyork.com.

artmarketsf.com or phone
(212) 518-6912.

www.frieze.com/fairs/frieze
-new-york, (212) 463-7488.

May 3–7: Art New York,
Pier 94, New York City. Produced by Art Miami LLC.
Visit: www.artnyfair.com or
call (800) 376-5850.

May 21–23: SURTEX, Javits Center, New York. Produced by Emerald Expositions. For more information, visit: www.surtex.com.

April 22–26: International
Home Furnishings Market,
High Point, NC. For more information, visit the website:
www.highpointmarket.org or
call (800) 874-6492.

May 3–6: FRIDGE Art Fair,
at Branded Saloon, 603,
Vanderbilt Ave., near the Barclays Center, Brooklyn, New
York. For details, e-mail:
info@fridgeartfair.com or go
to: www.fridgeartfair.com.

May 21–24: NSS (National Stationery Show), Javits Center, New York.
Produced by Emerald Expositions. Visit: www.national
stationeryshow.com.

April 27–30: Art Market
San Francisco, Fort Mason
Center, San Francisco. Art
Market Productions. For
more information, visit: www.

May 5–7: Frieze New York,
Randall’s Island Park, Manhattan. Produced by Frieze.
For information, including
bus and ferry details, visit:

May 25–28: Art! Vancouver, Vancouver Convention
Center East, Vancouver,
British Columbia. Show initiated by curator Lisa Wolfin.
Visit: www.artvancouver.net.
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GALLERY LIGHTS

Arcadia Contemporary in Culver City, CA, was the setting of
a one-man exhibition of new paintings featuring the work
of Brad Kunkle, center, shown here with painters, from left,
Jeremy Lipking and Kent Williams.

At Sullivan Framing & Fine Art Gallery in Bedford, NH, are the
winning artists of a recent juried exhibit that highlighted local
properties owned by their town land trust, from left, Randy
Knowles, Marcia Blakeman, Josee Severino, and Dawn Sanel.

At Stephanie Saunders Art Gallery, located in Boston, are,
from left, artist Adam O’Day along with artist and gallery
owner Stephanie Saunders during a show of his newest
paintings featuring cityscapes, landscapes, and structures.

Pictured at the Art Instinct opening reception featuring the
artwork of Keiko Gonzalez held at LuminArté Design and Fine
Art Gallery, located in Dallas, TX, are, from left, COO Jan Rainey
and CEO Jamie Labar.

Artist Roger DiCamillo, left, celebrates at Agora Gallery with
friends Elizabeth and Joe DiGregorio at the opening reception
of the New York gallery’s two shows, “Plurality of Expression”
and “Emerging Visions.”

From left are Hallandale Beach, FL-based Sirona Fine Art’s
Timothy and Suzanne Smith with artist Michelle Doll and her
sister Julie Doll Matola at the opening of Chévere, a collection
of work inspired by the Romance Languages of Latin America.
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NEW ART
All Seven on the Back Nine

Disney Fine Art, Canoga Park, CA, presents Tim Rogerson’s
“All Seven on the Back Nine” as a hand-embellished giclée
on canvas in an edition of 195, measuring 30 by 20 inches.
The retail price is $595. For more information, call (800) 7360001 or visit the website at: www.disneyfineart.com.

Majesty
Dreamworld
Art, Montara,
CA,
d e b u t s
“Majesty”
by Robert
Bissell as a
giclée
on
canvas as a
collectors
hand-enh a n c e d
artist proof
in an edition
of 25, measuring 48 by 40 inches ($3,600); and as a deluxe
hand-enhanced artist proof in an edition of 15 measuring 60
by 50 inches ($4,800). For more details, call (650) 455-9932
or go to: www.dreamworldart.com.

New Beginnings
Young & Free
Studio Fine Art, Bay
Harbor Islands, FL,
presents Hessam Abrishami’s “Young &
Free,” an archival print
on canvas in an edition
of 95, measuring 30 by
60 inches, and retailing
for $3,200. For further
information, telephone
(305) 763-8422 or go
to the website at:
www.studiofineart.com.
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Artist Oksana Grineva of Lake Zurich, IL, presents “New
Beginnings,” an oil painting measuring 40 by 30 inches
that has a recommended retail price of $28,000. For further
information, telephone (847) 507-2773 or visit the artist’s
website located at: www.oksanasart.com.
ART WORLD NEWS
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WHAT’S HOT IN OPEN EDITIONS
Folkloric Latin Dancers
“Folkloric Latin Dancers” by Mark
Chandon measures 24 by 18
inches and retails for $48. Image
available in multiples sizes. Telephone Rosenstiel’s, London, at
(011-44) 207 352 3551, or go to
the company’s website located
at: www.felixr.com.

Here are the
best selling prints
from the month of

February

Improvisation I Grey Crop
Restless Mind
“Restless Mind” by Lina Alattar
measures 24 by 24 inches and
retails for $32. Also available to
resize and print on paper. For more
information, call Image Conscious,
located in San Francisco, at (800)
532-2333, or go to the website at:
www.imageconscious.com.

Frosted Ferns
“Frosted Ferns” by Kim Allen is
available as print-on-demand in
sizes from 16 by 12 inches to 28
by 22 inches and retailing from
$2.10 to $74. For further information, call A.D. Lines in Monroe,
CT, at (800) 836-0994 or visit the
website at: www.ad-lines.com.

“Improvisation I Grey Crop” by Mike
Schick measures 28 by 22 inches and retails for $23. For further information, telephone Wild Apple in Woodstock, VT, at
(800) 756-8359 or go to the website located at: www.wildapple.com.

Urban Motion 3

Solitude
“Solitude” by Moises Levy measures 36 by 18
inches and retails
for $36. For further information,
call Penny Lane
Publishing, New
Carlisle, Ohio, at (800) 273-5263 or: www.pennylanepublishing.com.
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“Urban Motion 3” by THE Studio is available as print-on-demand on paper or canvas,
as well as a wallcover measuring 40 by 10
inches. Call Grand Image, Seattle, at (206)
624-0444 for more information, or visit:
www.grandimage.com.
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Ocean Blues
Landscape
“Ocean Blue Landscape” by
Tre Sorelle Studios measures
36 by 24 inches and retails for
$35. Call Roaring Brook Art
Company Inc., Tarrytown, NY, at
(888) 779-9055 or go to:
www.roaringbrookart.com.

Here are the
best selling prints
from the month of

February

Pineapple
“Pineapple” by Linda Woods measures
11 by 14 inches and retails for $13. Telephone Sagebrush Fine Art, Salt Lake
City, Utah, at (800) 643-7243 for more
details or visit the company’s website at:
www.sagebrushfineart.com.

Gold Coast
Scallop
“Gold Coast Scallop” by Paul Brent
measures 8 by 20
inches and retails
for $10. For further
information, telephone Gango Editions, Portland, OR,
at (800) 852-3662
or go to the website at: www.gango
editions.com.

Azure Heron I
“Azure Heron I” by Grace Popp is an
open edition giclée on matte paper
measuring 18 by 24 inches, retailing for
$55. For further information, call World
Art Group in Richmond, VA, at (804)
213-0600, www.theworldartgroup.com.

Clematis in Neutral Shades

LI Super Bowl
“LI
Super
Bowl”
by
Christopher
Gjevre has
an image that
measures 40
by 13 1/2
inches and a
retail price of $30. Call Blakeway Worldwide Panoramas Inc., located in
Minnetonka, MN, at (800) 334-7266 for more information, or go to the
company’s website located at: www.panoramas.com.
ART WORLD NEWS

“Clematis in Neutral Shades” by Lanie
Loreth measures 24 by18 inches and retails
for $20. Phone SunDance Graphics, located
in Orlando, FL, at (800) 617-5532 for further
information, or go to the website located at:
www.sdgraphics.com.
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OPEN EDITION PRINTS
SunDance
Graphics
“Winter’s Edge”
by Tiffany Hakimipour
Image Size:
24” x 36”
$30

407.240.1091

E-MAIL: sarah@sundancegraphics.com
9564 Delegates Dr., Building B, Orlando, FL 32837
www.sdgraphics.com www.sundancegraphics.com

“Technicolor Trees 1”
(One of a set of three)
by E. Loren Soderberg
Image size: 24” x 24”
Retail price: $35
Available as
Print On Demand
on paper and canvas.

800.228.0928
www.editionslimited.com

E-MAIL: customerservice@editionslimited.com
4090 Halleck Street, Emeryville, CA 94608

Gango Editions

Image Size:
48” x 24”

E-MAIL: info@gangoeditions.com
2187 NW Reed St., Portland, OR 97210-2104
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Available to resize
and print on canvas.

800.532.2333
www.imageconscious.com

“Fierce Grace”
by Tony
Stromberg
Image Size:
24” x 18”
$25

Available to resize
and print on canvas.

800.532.2333
www.imageconscious.com

Haddad’s
Fine Arts Inc.
“Casa
Blanc II”
by
Jeni Lee

www.gangoeditions.com

“Bottle Green Boat”
by
Beth A. Forst
Image Size:
27” x 27”
$35

Image Conscious

Editions Limited

800.852.3662

Image Conscious

“Repose”
by E. Jarvis
Image Size:
26” x 26”

Also available as
a custom size giclée.

800.942.3323
Fax: 714.996.4153

www.haddadsfinearts.com

E-MAIL: cfskeen@haddadsfinearts.com
3855 E. Mira Loma Ave., Anaheim, CA 92806
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CLASSIFIEDS

Small Ad

BIGResults

Classified Advertising Works
To learn more about affordable
advertising rates in
Art World News magazine,
call John Haffey at 203.854.8566
or e-mail: jwhaffey@aol.com.
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